time:matters significantly expands Sameday Air service between Europe
and USA via Paris
▪

Increased network density between Paris and ten US Sameday Air stations

▪

Over 30 additional direct flights per week

▪

Guaranteed dispatch of time-critical shipments

Neu-Isenburg, June 9th, 2021: More connections for guaranteed freight capacities: Logistics
expert time:matters has significantly expanded its Sameday Air service between Europe and the
U.S. via Paris. Additional direct flights to key destinations in the United States and Europe provide
a unique network density. Herewith the specialist for time-critical shipments offers even faster and
more attractive solutions.
Customers now have access to more than 30 additional direct flights per week between Paris
(Charles de Gaulle Airport) and ten stations in the United States. Thereby shipments reach Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, San Francisco and Washington
D.C. v.v. as quickly as possible. In addition, numerous feeder flights between nine European
countries and Paris strengthen the logistics expert's network. From the 13 stations Barcelona,
Berlin, Budapest, Geneva, Gothenburg, Hamburg, Copenhagen, Madrid, Milan, Porto, Rome,
Stockholm and Warsaw, highly urgent shipments will now be transported to Paris. The service is
supplemented by flights within France from the six French metropolitan regions of Bordeaux,
Nantes, Lyon, Nice, Marseille and Toulouse to Paris.
time:matters guarantees the transport of time-critical shipments up to 38 kilograms chargeable
weight, short handling and transit times from 120 minutes, as well as a high loading priority.
Shipments can also be picked up and delivered upon request.
"We are pleased to offer especially our customers in the U.S., France and the Benelux countries
even more attractive and faster transport solutions via our comprehensive Sameday Air network
with the numerous direct connections," explains Alexander Kohnen, CEO of time:matters. "In
particular in these challenging times with tight air freight capacities, we support our customers in
the best possible way to maintain their supply chains." Above all, customers from the aerospace,
mechanical engineering, electronics and automotive industries, as well as from the life science
sector, will benefit from the new fast direct connections between Paris and the USA.

About time:matters:
time:matters is the expert for time-critical express transports. Urgently needed spare parts, missing
production equipment, medical samples, dangerous goods and important documents are transported quickly
and reliably from A to B via air, rail and road and if required also personally accompanied via on board courier.
This is made possible by a global network with more than 500 courier partners and airlines. time:matters
generally has access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes. Besides
speed and reliability, providing an individual, flexible service is paramount. time:matters is available 365 days
a year, 24 hours a day, whenever customized logistics concepts are needed – for everything from ad-hoc
situations through to regular business. time:matters has achieved ISO 9001:2015 certification as well as ISO
14001:2015 environmental certification and compensates CO2 emissions of all airmates on board courier
transports. The company employs more than 330 people and operates its own terminals for express and
courier shipments at Frankfurt and Munich airport. By acquiring CB Customs Broker GmbH in 2018,
time:matters incorporated decades of customs clearance and cargo handling expertise. Services covering all
standard customs procedures including digital solutions for e-commerce customs clearance. CB Customs
Broker is an “Authorized Economic Operator” and has been AEO-C certified since 2013. time:matters GmbH
has been AEO certified since April 2019. time:matters (Shanghai) International Freight Forwarding Ltd. was
established on June 1, 2019. The company supports customers locally with everything, from booking and
issuing air waybills to local invoicing. time:matters Americas, Inc. was launched in July 2020 as part of
time:matters' internationalization strategy. The US corporate affiliate, headquartered in Miami, Florida, caters
to both national and international customers.
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